This paper proposes a novel approach centered on the muljimedia internetworking to develop distributed virfual instruments. Multimedia internetworking refers to network infiastructztres, protocols, models, applicat,'ons and techniques bein(y currendy deployed over the Internet to support multimedia applications, e.g., videoconferencing, IVOD, shared workspaces. It is uppilied to broaden the concept of virtual instrument and ent.rble new measurement patterns leveraging eficiency and interactivity. A Distributed Virtual Instrument (DVI) is a virtual instrument split into possih'y multiple and independent parts, >*ender and receiver, which are lirrked by real-time contiwous media and control streams. Sender and receiver, are built by using open, composczble and modular components based on a time sensitive actor framework and glued by multimedia middleware. A prototype is descrihed to demonstrate the potential and the benefits of the proposed approach.
Introduction
The development and deployment o f the IP multicast infrastructure (the bLBone) [l] as an overlay network on the Internet, have enabled an efficient and scalable mechanism for mu itipoint data delivery. New real-time protocols (RTPkTCP) [2] have been introduced and standardized along with resource reservation protocols (RSVP) [3] to provide guaranteed quality of service (QoS) . A wide range of distributed multimedia application manipulating in real-time audio, video, rext, graphics are currently available. They mainly rely on software-based processing (e.g., software codecs, transcoding and image compression) and network data streaming. Besides, advances in processor, plug-in DAQ boards and standard buses have fueled the introduction of raw sample streams in desktop computers [4] . Thus, new potential sources of multimedia information such as instrumentation, radio frequency and electrical signals can be captured and processed.
This paper discusses how the new multimedia networking and processing facilities can be applied to broaden the concept of virtual instrument and enable new measurement patterns leveraging efficiency and interactiv ity.
Virtuarl Instruments (VIS) are layers of specialized SWmodules ithat can be easily interfaced with the system under test through DAQ boards, GPIB standards, VXI buses, etc.
Distributed Virtual Instruments (DVIs) are Virtual Instruments that are split into possibly multiple and independent parts, sender and receiver, which are linked by real-time continuous media and control streams. The sender, interfaced with the system under test, continuoiusly captures signals, optionally applies compression, creates a media stream and sends it on the network. Media streams consist of time-stamped packets containing the sampled data in the payload field according to the RTP protocol. On the other hand, the receiver, connected to the network, can acquire, process, and disphy media streams. The payload has to be welldefined, advertised, and possibly standardized so as to enable heterogeneous receivers to use it. Thus, the sender and the receiver are coupled like in a multimedia internetbased conference. Its basic communication abstraction is the RTP session, which is defined by a collection of transmission sources, receivers, and intermediate agents that participate in the conference. All the session participants share a common multicast channel, over which session information is transmitted. Senders transmit to a multicast group address. Receivers interested in a particular transmission "tune-in" by subscribing to the multicast group in question. This loosely coupled, light-weight, real-time multimedia communication model is known as the Light-Weight Sessions (LWS) architecture [l] . This way, a single source of data can be efficiently shared among several users saving network resources. Receivers can have different views of the same source. Different views not only means different data displaying on a GUI but also different computation and analysis of the received data.
In order to have QoS guarantees, RSVP can be used.
Bandwidth reservation is essential to guarantee a minimal level of uninterrupted service throughout the session.
Configuration and control of the source can be accomplished by two ways currently deployed over MBone: by a local user through a stand-alone application or by a remote one through an RTSP-like protocol or a WEB-based interface [5] .
The time-critical part at the sender and receiver site is based on a time-sensitive Actor-based framework [6] successfully used in the building of distributed measurement instrument software [7, 8] and multimedia applications [5] .
A virtual one-channel oscilloscope featured with a spectrum analyzer has been developed on a network of PCs. Signals are captured by using a National Instruments LAB-PC-1200 board plugged on a Pentium running Windows95. Hardware independent NI-DAQ driver software [9] is used.
Measurement scenarios ranging from real-time distributed computation and monitoring of data sources to control sharing of instruments for teleteaching purposes have been envisaged.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the IP-based multimedia internetworking. Section 3 discusses the proposed DVI architecture. Section 4 describes a prototype which aims at demonstrating the approach benefits. Some remarks and perspectives of future work conclude this paper.
Internetworking Multimedia
The original Internet service model supported only point-to-point (unicast) communications. Unicast communication is well-suited for applications that require a communication model where exactly two parties exchange information, e.g., clienthemer applications such as the WWW. However, for those applications requiring multi-point communication, also known as multicast, unicast messaging presents relevant performance drawbacks. In fact, a host that wishes to send a message to n-hosts, has to establish n-connections (if TCP is used) and duplicate each packet n times. This represents an enormous waste of bandwidth. Moreover, since the number of copies injected into the network by a host group of size n is O(n*)), the use of unicast for multi-point communication scales quite poorly with the number of participants. In order to overcome the performance drawback of the unicast model, multicast communication model (IP-multicast) was proposed and developed.
This way, an application sends data to multiple receivers by transmitting the data once. In turn, the network infrastructure disseminates the multicast data efficiently, i.e., with minimum copies, to each member of the group, thereby obviating the source's need to generate multiple copies of the data. The basic service model of IP multicast is to introduce a level of indirection in the addressing, namely the multicast group. In contrast to unicast communication, where hosts address their data to a specified single host or set of hosts, members of a multicast group address their data to a group address (class D of IP addresses). Members join and leave a designated multicast group and address their data to that group. Today, Internet multicast service is deployed as an overlay network, called MBone, within the Internet, containing a collection of multicast-capable regions (LAN and multicast-routed networks) that are connected through unicast routes, or "tunnels".
The proliferation of multimedia applications over Mf3one increased the need for a standard protocol for real-time multimedia transport, both to establish a standard for interoperability and furthermore to provide higher-level information, such as timing and naming information, required by this new class of applications. This led to the development of the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [2] . RTP is an application-level protocol which provides end-to-end delivery services for data with real-time characteristics. While it is primarily designed to satisfy the needs of multi-party multimedia conferences, it is not limited to that application. Interactive distributed simulation and, mainly, control and measurement applications find RTP applicable. The basic communication abstraction is the RTP session that is based on the LWS architecture. In the IP protocol stack, RTP lies above UDP. It also runs over AALYATM. It actually consists of two protocols: RTP for real-time transmission of data packets and RTCP for QoS monitoring and for conveying participants' identities in a session. The RTP data packet is composed of a header followed by payload data. Main fields in an RTP header are: 0 Timestamp: reflects the sampling instant of the fkjt octet in the data packet. It is media specific and is used to provide receiver-b,ned synchronization 0 Sequence number: is incremented by one for each dala packet sent. It can be used to detect losses, duplicateid and out-of-order packets.
PayZoad type: idimtifies the formiit of the dalla payload, e.g., H.261 for video streams, PCM for audilo streams, NI-DAQ for measurement streams (see secticn 4).
0
Marker: signals significant events for the payloaid, e.g., end of a frame for video, beginning of a talkspurt for audio, end of a measurement data block, etc.
Synchronization s13urce: provides a mechanism fix identifying media sources independent of the underlying transport or network layers. It is worth noting that RTP itself doesn't provide arly mechanism to ensure timely delivery or other QciS guarantees, but relies on lower layer services to do so.
Thus, in order to obtain real-time responsiveness arid no packet losses in the Internet error-prone environment, RSVP (Resource reservation Protocol) [ 31 can be used to set-up both multicast and unicast reserved sessions. It works over IP and assumes the exinence of certain mechanisms like packet scheduling and classification into routers. Bandwidth reservation is essential to guarantee a minimal level of unintempted service throughout the session. When using RSVP as a QoS signaling protocol, participating end systems establish a closed control loap. The senders inform the network and receivers about their traffic characteristics. The actual reservation is triggerad by the receivers who send their reservation requests back towards the sender, based on the traffic profiles announced.
A multimedia architecture fair Distributed Virtual Instruments
A Distributed Virtual Instrument (DVI) ( fig.1 ) is a Virtual Instrument split in two possibly independent parts, sender and receiver. They are glued by the multimedia intern etworking midd leware ~
The sender can be interfaced with rhe system under test by DAQ boards, GPIB standards, VXI buses, etc. I1 is primarily devoted to creating an RTP-based continuous media stream. The blasic operations performed by the sender are: heavily affected b i the particular acquisition system (HW and SW drivers) adopted. The capturing can be continuous provided that the double-buffering is supported e Encoding. It is an optional operation in which the sampled data stored in the buffers are coded according to loss-less methods preserving the original information. For example, if the acquired data are real values (e.g., 64bit), they can be transformed with some acquisition system-dependent formula, into shorter values (e.g., 16bit). 0 Packetization. The data are packetized according to the RTP protocol. The maximum transfer unit is 1024 bytes, 12 bytes are reserved for the RTP header, 1012 bytes are available For the payload data. The payload data is divided in a payload-dependent sub-header part, which contains information to correctly interpret the data, and the data part itself.
0
Transmission. After opening an RTP session, each RTP packet is sent on to the network. The RTP session can be both multicast and unicast. In the former case, the multicast group should be known "a priori", previousty advertised by a rendezvous mechanism, or requested on-demand. The receiver, connected to the network, joins the RTP session in order to acquire, process, and render a media stream. Its basic functions are as follows:
Receivitag. After tuning on the right RTP session, the receiver begins to receive the RTP packets.
Unpacbtization. According to the payload type, the data are extracted from the packet and stored in temporary buffers.
Decoding. The data are (possibly) decoded by using the information of the payload sub-header. e Proces.ring. It is application-dependent, i.e., each virtual instrument handles the data differently. For example, FFT, filtering, fitting algorithms, etc., can be applied. 1[ 1 is worth highlighting that timing information allowing to re-synchronize the data is contained in the timestamp field of the RTP header. Thus, real-time processing is possible. e Rendering. The data are displayed according to an application-dependent format on GUI windows. The visualizatiion process can be real-time.
The real acquisition process on the DVI sender is moved by the RTP session to the IIVI receiver so as to turn into a virtual acquisition process.
The
Receiving, Unpacketization and Decoding components of the DVI receiver (see fig. 1 Indeed, a DVI can admit more sender and receiver parts. For example, a two channel virtual oscilloscope is assembled by two source senders (one per channel) and two sink receivers. The two generated and temporal coupled media streams require to be synchronized at both the sender and receiver sites.
Sender and receiver can be loosely or tightly coupled. Loose coupling implies that sender and receiver are independent, i.e., no direct interaction on the acquisition process setting exists. The sender sets the parameters specified by a local user and starts the RTP measurement session on a multicast group. On the other hand, the receiver can join the multicast group and acquire the measurement streams. In this case, the local user advertises the session parameters, i.e., process acquisition settings and group (multicast address and port), by a rendezvous mechanism. Over ME3one the advertisement is delivered to a distributed session directory (SDR) shared on a known multicast group. A remote user can listen to the session directory, select a particular session, and run the receiver. Other mechanisms can be used such as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) messages [l], WWWbased SDR, etc.
Tight coupling means that sender and receiver are bound by an interaction and control link. In this case, a server is permanently running at the source site waiting for connections. The remote client connects to the server to request, set-up and start the acquisition process. After the server agrees the request and the control connection between the two partners is created, the client issues the set-up request message which contains all the setting parameters. When the server receives the message instantiates the DVI sender by initializing it with the parameters, and replies to the client. The client then runs the DVI receiver and sends the start message to the server that launches the RTP measurement session. The control connection can be based on an RTSP-like protocol [lo] , i.e., a text-based protocol like HTTP which maintains states. It provides standard (e.g., set-up, play, tear-down) and customizable methods (e.g., setqarameter and getqarameter).
The sender and receiver components are built by using a time-sensitive actor framework [6].
A prototype implementation
A virtual one-channel oscilloscope featured with a simple spectrum analyzer has been developed using Java 1.2. The testbed consists of a set of PCs networked by a LAN Ethernet 1OMbps. Signals, coming both from devices under test and polynomial waveform synthesizers, are acquired by using a National Instruments Lab-PC-1200 board plugged on a Pentium running Windows95. It is a completely SW-configurable multi-functional U 0 ISA board. The board is a narrowband device which has a 12-bit resolution, a max sampling rate equal to 100KS/s, and 8 analog input channels. The HW-independent NI-DAQ driver software [9] is exploited. It provides functions for DAQ VO, buffer and data management (e.g., double buffering mode acquisition).
Since NI-DAQ drivers isolate the application fi-om the NI-DAQ hw products, it can be chosen to define one payload type for NI-DAQ. It should be general enough to describe all the features of the existent NI-DAQ hw products so as to enable an independent DVI receiver to correctly interpret the payload data. A payload type was defined whose sub-header main fields are: DAQ product ID, operation settings (channel, gain, etc.), voltage ranges, etc.
The prototyped virtual device operates according to the loosely coupled paradigm. The DVI sender can generate media streams (data) at a rate up to 1.6Mb/s. This limit is due to the Lab-PC-1200 board.
In figure 2 is portrayed the GUI of the virtual oscilloscope. It mirrors the HP 54504A front panel and has five functional areas: System Control, Entry, Setup, Menus and Function Selection. Keys in the System Control section cause action when selected. The IUS key toggles the acquisition status of the VOscilloscope. If it is running (i.e., continuously acquiring), it becomes stopped. The last acquired data is buffered and displayed. The S key allows to perform a single acquisition. The Entry panel consists {of a multi-function numeric keypad and knob. The keypad is for direct numeric input.
workgrouF1 to operate at the same real-time on a shared resource. Figure 2: The virtual oscilloscope. The display shows tlhe harmonic components of the acquired square wave.
The Setup section controls the automatic setup (e.g., autoseale, save and rcxall setups, etc.). Menus access any of nine separate subsystems: timebase (TMB), channel (CHA), waveform math and save (MATH, SAVE), etc. The MATH menu allows to apply selected functions to the acquired signal, e.g., an implemented FFT algorithm. Each key in the Function Section corresponds to a fimct ion shown in the: displayed menu.
Conclusions
This paper propos:s an original approach to ':he development of Distributed Virtual Instruments (D'JI) over Internet. The approach exploits thr: new multimedia internetworking soliitions and embeds them in h e distributed measurement research area. Mechanisms we described in the paper which permit efficient and scalable access to remote sensing and control devices. Current and commercial solutions ibr DVI (Internet developers toolkit for NI LabView and LabWindows/CVI, Datasocket, HP-VE,E 5.0) are based on TCP which is not suitable for real-time, and/or on unicaLst IP which scales very poorly. Moreover, only hi!@, ftp, email and proprietary protocols (e.g., dstp) are adopted, without taking into account the new emergent standards which have been addressed by the Internet research community.
The paper provides a virtual oscilloscope example to demonstrate the flexibility and the potential of the research project. Rehted work can be found in [4] .
The approach opens to new measurement scenaios such as: sharing the same measurement streams by clustered hosts for parallel processing; DVIs for teleteaching purposc:~ where the teacher shows in an efficient way how iM instrument works to n students; cooperative instnunent control which enables a
On-going directions of work include: Performance comparisons of NI-DAQ RDA based DVIs [ 1 11 and those afforded by the proposed approach.
0
Development of a wide range of virtual devices by using different and most powerful DAQ HW.
e Implementation of a "Measurement on-demand" server which makes it available controllable RTP measurement sessions both live and archived. Archived sessions are RTP measurement sessions previously stored on the server file system [5] . e Running, of the implemented DVIs on clusters of multicast routed LANs with RSVP support.
